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About This Game

You have to dive into an interesting space journey. Playing for Leprechaun, you can save the universe from monsters and save
your old friend. Collect colors, dodging obstacles, defeat bosses. Immerse yourself in the pixel world of childhood. Is waiting

for you:
- 5 levels
- 5 Bosses

- 2 Endings
- store improvements

The peculiarity of the game is that it is not out of outlandish complexity, but it will not lead you by the handle, reminding of the
times of consoles and slot machines.

To each boss in the game, you need to find a special approach and strategy for defeating him. The only resource of the game is
the color.

Color it and currency, and cartridges. Help the Leprechaun collect a rainbow and you can get to the store and pump your gun.
And also during the game you can appreciate the music of our friend and a talented composer.

P.S. Special thanks to Ekaterina Vitkovskaya (@ekaterina_vitkovskaya) - for the logo of our small studio and Abdurakhman
Tugalov as a web developer for working with the game site.
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Title: Space Leprechaun
Genre: Indie
Developer:
O.P. Games
Publisher:
O.P. Games
Release Date: 2 Nov, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: amd AtlonX64 or intel Celerone

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5450G или Intel HD Graphics 3000

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 38 MB available space

Sound Card: integrated

English,Russian
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Neat game. Simple but compelling story. I enjoyed it.. its a fun game for a very short little while.
-have to beat songs to unlock other songs (not inherently bad but for this game, its pretty
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t)
-Multiplayer sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I tried it with a cousin who used an Xbox controller. whoever screws up
has to wait for the other to screw up just so they can keep playing
-have to beat the \\"Challenge\\" mode for more lives. You basically play the same songs but with different obstacles. Basically
relearning that \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing song you just learned to do.
-NO WORKSHOP TOOLS (\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing really?)

They start you off with some Lives incase you screw up and since each time you screw up just once it costs you a life and you
get to start almost from where you died, unless you have no lives then you just restart from the beginning.
So as i was learning the timing of the first song i used up all my Lives, and this is where the game stopped being fun.

I finished that first song and eventually beat the second. With no Lives at all, just constant restarting and hearing the same loops
over and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing over.
Then i got to the 3rd song and its fun and all but super frustrating and once you\\'ve made your 100th attempt, you kinda just
stop caring.

I put off from doing this review because i normally don\\'t review games but this game made me salty as
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

If you have money and don\\'t rage then maybe this game will be fun for you but damnit this game just needs a few small tweaks
to be fun.

Implement:
-WORKSHOP TOOLS
-Don\\'t force people to unlock songs when the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing songs themselves are
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. I wanna \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing play what i paid for, not be locked
out

if one of those is implemented i will change my Review to a positive but only then.. NOTE - This review is for the hardest
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difficulty, "Saboteur Mode," which makes playthroughs completely different and much harder and stealthier than the lower
difficulty levels.*
Like Metal Gear Solid, but not so much your gameplay being interrupted every 10 minutes by Codec chatter and / or Hollywood-
esque cutscenes? Prefer gritty, hardcore, super realistic tactical espionage action where getting caught usually results in you on
the losing end of a very short firefight? Well, perhaps you've stumbled upon this diamond in the rough as I have. The game
plays similar in some ways to the MGS series with many elements from MGS3 Snake Eater (backpack, etc); mini map with
enemies and their field of vision represented by a much larger cone than in MGS, FOV cones shrink when you go prone and
stop moving for a few seconds. It grows even tinier if you are in grass and can utilize your camo. There is so much more into
figuring out how to beat this game on hardest difficulty as you cannot procure enemy disguises. It's doable though, a trail well
hidden / disposed of, garrotted, and chloroformed bodies later and I was damn proud of myself for infiltrating that Nazi airbase
near Prague and putting a stop to the prototype Nazi Me-163 new rocket type fighter on the first mission! Smersh agents >
Foxhound all day.. Alright, it's gone on long enough at this point. Apparently simply walking away isn't enough, owning the
mistakes you made and accepting that your friends would rather not stay friends isn't enough. I don't blame any of them for that,
but a lot of you (maybe not from this subreddit, but in general) have made it clear that I don't get to just leave. So fine, here's
one last huzzah of a post, half explanation, half ♥♥♥♥♥ing. Enjoy.
Firstly, I guess it's made the rounds that one of the girls I was involved with was thirteen. It's worth noting that I found out about
that information through someone who, keep with me here, heard it from someone who heard it from someone who heard it
from someone who heard it from someone. Five degrees of separation. As far as I knew, it was another rumour, and seeing as it
was coming so long after I'd left, I figured people were just trying to stir the pot again. But I guess there's a credible reason for
people to think it's genuine, so now everyone thinks I wanted to bed a thirteen-year-old girl. Upon learning that, I spent the night
vomiting. I snapped and deleted everything except the channel itself (which only remained up because I thought I was still
contracted by Omnia, but it seems that's been disconnected so it will be down shortly). Probably not a wise decision, but not one
I regret. I understand in retrospect that this probably looks like me going "oh♥♥♥♥♥♥ I've been found out", but that wasn't it.
I knew defending myself was pointless. I'd already tried it, not even defending but just explaining what happened, and one
poorly worded sentence completely destroyed any hope that that would do any good. (Sentence in question being when I said I
was never diagnosed as a sociopath; it was meant to be in defense of those who said it using a term no doctor would use, since I
used the medical term for the diagnosis, but I worded it horribly and it just seemed like another lie). I could've used her Twitter
page where she wrote her lied-about age in her bio, I could've referenced the person who introduced in the first place to back
me up that she claimed she was older than she was, I could've pointed out that this coming so late should illustrate that
absolutely no one knew she had lied about her age, I could've pointed to her snapchat username which implies a birth date of
1995, I could've shown all of our texts and proven that she confessed that she was sixteen and not seventeen and never said
anything else about her age, but I didn't. I just ran instead. Poor move, no doubt. But there's no reason to waste the time
defending it. "Zaptie" is irreparably damaged and can't be fixed. And yeah, Red Kiwiz comparisons. Comment section is below,
go for it.
But even if I'd done all that, no one has had any reason to trust me for quite some time, so I figured why would they start now?
To the best of my knowledge, I know the origin of this info going so public, and I found it fascinating that only one person
bothered to actually contact me about it. But I guess I shouldn't be surprised at this point. If something bad about me is said, it's
true. I'm a villain now, and I guess I have to accept that. I'm not going to break my back defending myself because everyone
who believes it won't have their opinion swayed, and everyone who doesn't doesn't need their opinion swayed. It's that simple.
While I'll accept that this is just how things are, I'm taking issue with the extents people are going to to violate my privacy just
because they want to either harass me or ask me when I'm coming back. I've received several phone calls to my private cell
phone number (lesson learned giving that to people I called friends), had my private Twitter account posted by an old friend as a
"joke" (which I then had to delete), and even had people dig up and message an account I didn't even realize still existed just to
try to either talk to me or tell me I should kill myself. Be angry about me, post about me, I don't care. But contacting me
privately to the point that I'm in need of a phone number change is ♥♥♥♥ing ridiculous, and I guess I expected better. Rich
coming from me, but come on guys.
I'm not playing the pity card. I was in a♥♥♥♥♥♥spot, I already posted about that, but I've gotten considerable help and I'm
working to better myself in every way I can. I've got two jobs, I'm moving out of my house shortly, and I'm pursuing other
things. YouTube is over.
Was talking to a sixteen year old a ♥♥♥♥ed up thing to do? Yes, won't challenge that. But I didn't know she was thirteen
assuming that she actually is, and I would not have stooped to that point no matter how far gone I had been mentally. If you
don't believe that, then that's fine. I know YouTube operates under a "guilty until proven innocent" mindset. It can be argued
that my first two videos used this tactic, though I stuck to the words used by the subjects of my videos. I can't really prove
myself either way when my choice was to remain silent.
So no, there is no Purge part 3, there is no iZombie video, there is no films of 2016 video. Zaptie is done. I'm just defeated by
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and tired of about the whole situation at this point, so think of me what you will. Just don't track down my contact information
to tell me about it.
-- Zaptie
. It was scary for the first hour or so, then it just got annoying. The game had some great atmosphere, but the animatronics could
see you through walls and the tablet battery mechanic felt very extraneous. Plus the ending felt very anticlimactic.
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idk wait until it's finished. As user [FOR]Mica aptly summarized, "Critical Mass can't decide if it wants to be frantic or
strategic, and ends up being neither instead of both." If you go too long without making a combo, the block structure starts to
rumble (go critical). You only have a few seconds then to make a combo, or only enough time to add a few blocks, but there's
no timer or other useful indicator before the sudden explosion. There's also no indicator what the next block color will be, so
you can't plan ahead much. If you were hoping to build up a bridge between two widely-spaced blocks for a big combo, well too
bad, adding all those blocks in between could make the structure unstable. Even though planning for big combos is way more
satisfying and yields a better score, it's like the game makes that awkward and instead pushes you for quick easy combos
instead.

Worst of all IMO, the entire soundtrack is 8 measures that repeat over and over forever. It's a soothing trip-hop kind of beat, but
goddamn it wouldn't have killed the developer to include an actual song or three. Even Tetris had multiple tracks!

So while the basic match-4 premise of the game and the graphical polish are great (even has a colorblind mode), some of the
design decisions need more time in the oven.. I need more chips.. You start as a 24 years old woman who lives in small village
and looses her father. Everything is suffocating her in her hometown, so she decides to travel to a distant city where her father
used to live.

It has a unique graphic presentation, nice soundtrack and interesting theme however gameplay and some design choices are
trying really hard to repel any person willing to give this game a chance.

The protagonist struggles with a depression after her parent's death and this is quite visual as her fears take on physical form and
throw you into the battle. Why would you need to fight a dragon while you have your inner horrors to fight? Battles are turn-
based and usually require some planning.
You also improve by leveling when you access skill tree in a form of snowflake and pick an ability which manifests how the
character decides to deal with the reality (tough up - persistence +, cling to friends - heal allies, etc.). I like the whole idea quite
well.

On the other hand, the game fails to explain gameplay mechanism. Sometimes you find yourself surrounded by enemies, the
text hints some a mechanism is being introduced and then you have to figure out what it is.
It would be fine but combine it with slow pace (mostly thanks to slow movement of everything on screen) and the will to
experiment leaves you.

It brings me to another flaw in the game and that is general slowness. Controls are responsive but moving across mere 3 screens
(1 screen = a short path next to a 1 bedroom house) can take up to a minute.

There is also nothing to explore. You can either walk around, click on a person you wish to talk with or participate in a battle.
No clickable objects which is not a flaw but I think it is good to mention.

I played the prologue and a bit of episode 1 because I decided it is not worth it to keep going. I am not excited enough about the
story to spend time mostly watching character crawling around.

This game is certainly not for everybody, try demo to decide for yourself.. First this game is a good try, i hope the maker can
finish this game as soon as possbile, and bring us a game about other squadrons or other theaters, such as USSAF or luftwaffe,
(thumb up give to the maker caz your team had answer:))))
Accurately i met some problem when i play this game
-bad control in the realistic mode, even i can't aim in a enemy plane, i can't use the keyborad to dogfight with the bf109s, the
response of the plane is so slow and hard. before i played, i think it will similar to Warthunder.but accurately it is a far cry from
warthunder
-poor textures
-low fps
-the part which can modification of the planes is too little

ps:English is not my first language , so if there are any grammatical errors, pls forgive:))). visuals for the buildings would not
display correctly. An OK puzzle game, will admit to looking at the guide a couple of times on the way through for a few levels I
found particularly difficult to get 100% on on the way through. The addition of the moving block makes the last 15 levels
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incredibly easy.

Not exactly an amazing story, but a fairly relaxing way to pass the time.
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